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Boy Scouts in Hong Kong became increasingly involved in

defense-related work over the last pre-war years.  By November 1937,
at the request of by T. H. King, Inspector General of the police, one
hundred and fifty Boy Scouts had offered their services as public
messengers.  In 1938, A. H. Steele-Perkins was appointed the Air
Raid Precaution (ARP) Officer, in charge of all work in this area.  An
ARP Cyclist Corps was soon formed to ensure communication lines
were kept intact even if telephone service broke down.  According to
the ARP report in 1938, "a number of Boy Scouts were also enrolled
for this duty."  Later in the year, an official emphasized the importance
of Boy Scouts in air defense, as exemplified in Canton, and urged
young people who were not in Scouting to sign up.
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In April 1939, as reported in both

the English and Chinese press, five
hundred Boy Scouts have been placed
at the disposal of Wing-Commander
Steele-Perkins, and they were formed
into different groups for "conveying
necessary information from bombed
areas to the nearest Air-Raid Warden
Station" (Figure 13).  In September, a
“black-out” covering the New
Territories was held, with several RAF
planes staging mimic air raids.
Members of the Despatch Corps were
on duty at the various stations.  By end
of the year, the Corps had eight reserve
depots, manned largely by trained
Scouts, and “the Commissioner... has
been supplied with details as to where
the Scouts should report in time of
emergency.”

Six hundred members of the Boy Scout ARP Despatch Corps,
as these communication units became known, had its first public
parade at the St. John's Place in June 1941 (Figure 14).   B. H. Puckle,
Deputy Director of the ARP, inspected the gathering, accompanied
by Scouters Champkin, CHAN Fook-hong, and SIN Ka-wing.  Puckle
noted that the corps was but one-third of its desired full strength, but
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expressed confidence
that the corps would
serve gallantly and
“worthily uphold the
traditions of the Boy
Scouts’ Movement.”
The predominance of
Chinese was evident:
o u t  o f  n i n e t e e n
members promoted to
A c t i n g  S e n i o r
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s
Wardens, eighteen were
Chinese (Figure 15).

By November
1941, just a month
before the Japanese
attacked Hong Kong, the Despatch Corps had swelled 1,155 members,
not counting 300 recent recruits, yet to be trained.  Later in the same
month, the Colony held another, even bigger scale, civil defense test
with black-out and air-raid alarms, complete with staged air raids,
bombing, and gas attacks.  During the exercise, sewers, telephone
wires and electricity were all disabled, and messages had to be carried
between the ARP posts by the Boy Scouts.
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Hong Kong Girl Guides also served, but typically in more limited

roles.  Guides helped refugees in the Happy Valley camp, the Central
British School, and the Yaumati shelter for street sleepers.  Services
were often gendered, as Guides were engaged in making beds,
supervising linen-cupboards in refugee camps, knitting patchwork
blankets, rolling bandages and making swabs for hospitals.  Despite
needs of many more members in the Despatch Corps, local Girl Guides
were not trained alongside their Scout brothers for this potentially
dangerous wartime work.  Guiding slowed considerably after the
evacuation of British women and children, including Mrs. T. H. King,
the Girl Guide commissioner, in July 1940.

In short, by late 1941, it appeared that the Hong Kong Boy
Scouts, young and old, were prepared to defend Hong Kong as
volunteers or in the Despatch Corps.  At a time when war clouds
thickened, citizenship training in the form of Scouting became more
narrowly defined, and meant largely preparing youngsters to fight.
Membership grew very rapidly despite the evacuation of the
European boys and excluding youngsters enrolled in the Scout-like
Shao Nian Tuan (�� ), thanks to strong official encouragement,
but, just as importantly, growing nationalism among Hong Kong
Chinese and identification with the anti-Japanese war efforts.  To the
extent that in most colonies, if native Boy Scouts were involved in
fighting, they typically came out on the side of the colonized race
fighting for independence from the imperial powers, Hong Kong
Scouting is unique in this regard, as its efforts were solidly behind
the colonial British authorities in their struggle against Japan, common
enemy of both the British colony and China, the country of origin of
most Hong Kong Chinese Boy Scouts.
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